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ABSTRACT 
Finding out whether a real symmetric n X n matrix A is not copositive is an 
NP-complete problem. Thus it is not surprising that there is no efficient algorithm for 
determining the copositivity class of A. In the worst case, the computational effort 
required by the available matrix-theoretic criteria grows exponentially with n. In the 
present paper some criteria based on quadratic programming are proposed for 
copositive, copositiveplus, and strictly copositive matrices. These criteria supplement 
the existing ones, being more efficient in some cases where the matrix contains large 
positive definite submatrices. On the other hand, matrix-theoretic criteria are superior 
if the matrix contains only small positive definite submatrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Finding out whether a real symmetric n X n matrix A is not copositive is 
an NP-complete problem; see [5]. Thus it is not surprising that there is no 
efficient algorithm for determining the copositivity class of A. For example, 
when using the criteria proposed by the author in [8] it may happen that all 
the positive definite principal submatrices of A need to be searched. In the 
worst case, the computational effort required by these criteria (as well as by 
other available matrix-theoretic criteria) grows exponentially with n. 
In the present paper some criteria based on quadratic programming are 
proposed for copositive, copositiveplus, and strictly copositive matrices. 
These criteria supplement the existing ones, being more efficient in some 
cases where the matrix contains large positive definite principal submatrices. 
On the other hand, matrix-theoretic criteria are superior if the matrix contains 
only small positive definite principal submatrices. 
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The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 3 we derive 
quadratic-programming characterizations for different classes of copositivity. 
Section 4 is devoted to determining the copositivity class of a real symmetric 
n X n matrix A. First we consider the cases where A contains a nonnegative 
definite principal submatrix of order rr - p, where p has the values 0, 1, 2, 
and > 3. In the case p = 0, linear-programming techniques are sufficient. In 
the other cases quadratic programming is needed. The ensuing quadratic 
program is convex if p = 1 and nonconvex if p 2 2. Convex problems are 
solved by means of the simplex method for quadratic programming, and 
nonconvex problems by means of the parametric method for quadratic 
programming; see [6]. We then consider the determination of the copositivity 
class of a matrix A having p negative eigenvalues. We will also examine the 
determination of breaking rays for different copositivity classes, i.e., rays in 
the nonnegative orthant on which the copositivity class in question is 
violated. In Section 5 we reduce the determination of the copositivity class of 
A to the determination of the copositivity classes of certain principal subma- 
k-ices of A, to be called test matrices (these matrices contain relatively large 
nonnegative definite principal submatrices). The criteria derived in Section 4 
are applied to these test matrices. The breaking rays of A are also considered. 
In the concluding Section 6 we compare the quadratic-programming criteria 
with the matrix-theoretic criteria proposed in [B]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If A E~W”‘~~ (A is a real m X n matrix), we denote its transpose by Ar. If 
R c {l,..., m} and SC {l,...,n}, we let A,, stand for the submatrix of A 
situated at the intersection of rows R and columns S, and A, for the row 
submatrix of A consisting of rows R, abbreviating A,, = A (r )s and A,, = 
A atsl. If A is square, we write A “1 for its leading principal submatrix of 
order s, and define q(x) = xTAx. By a principal permutation of a square 
matrix we mean equal permutation of the rows and the columns. Nonnega- 
tive definite and positive definite are abbreviated nnd and pd, respectively. If 
A = AT E R ” xn, any nnd principal submatrix of it, not contained in a larger 
one, is called a muximul nonnegative definite principal s&matrix of A. Any 
vector x E Iw n is interpreted as an n x 1 matrix and denoted x = (xi,. . . , x,,). 
We let xs stand for the subvector of x consisting of the components S of x. 
We define N = { 1,. . . , n } and e = (1,. . . , 1). The nonnegative orthant of Iw ” 
is denoted by [w :. If TER and sPR, weabbreviate R-r=R\{r} and 
R + s = R u { s }. The cardinality of a set R is denoted by [RI, and the empty 
set by 0. 
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A set O#GCR” is called a cone if XEG*XXEG for all x20. If 
G, c IF4 ” is an unbounded polyhedral set and r” E G i, then a nonzero 
xl~:[W” is called a direction of G, if r’+xx’~G, for all ~20. All the 
directions of G, form the cone of directions of G,. 
If AEIW”~“, the principal pivotal operation with the pivot A,, is 
denoted by 9,; see e.g. [2,4]. Any principal permutation of B,A is called a 
principal transfom of A. A single principal pivotal operation with the pivot 
a II is denoted by pr, and the general single pivotal operation with the 
pivot a Ts by ~9’~~. If arr = 0 or ass = 0, and ars # 0, a,, + 0, then L+‘~~,,~,A =
%?9_.9*‘,,A, where W stands for the principal permutation under which the 
rows and columns r and s of a square matrix are interchanged. 
Then we recall some basic definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A = AT E Iwnx” is called copositive if xTAx > 0 for all 
x > 0. A copositive matrix A is termed copositive-plus (strictly copositiue) if 
x > 0 and xTAx = 0 imply Ax = 0 (x = 0). A vacuous square matrix is defined 
to be copositive, copositive-plus, and strictly copositive. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A = AT E R “xn is called copositive (copositive-plus, 
strictly copositive, nnd, pd) of order k, 0 Q k < n, if every principal submatrix 
of A of order k belongs to the class in question. A is called copositive 
(copositive-plus etc.) of exact order k if it is copositive (copositive-plus etc.) of 
order k but not of order k + 1. 
Definition 2.1 is a special case of the following. 
DEFINITION 2.3. If A = AT E Rnx” and 0 # G c Iw “, then A is called 
nonnegative definite on G if xTAx > 0 for all x E G. If A is nonnegative 
definite on G, it is called nonnegative definite plus (positive definite) on G 
if x E G and xTAx = 0 imply Ax = 0 (x = 0). 
If A does not belong to a certain copositivity class, then there is in Iw : at 
least one so-called breaking ray for that copositivity class, i.e., a half line 
emanating from the origin on which the copositivity class in question is 
violated (any nonzero point on the ray gives an indication that the matrix 
does not belong to the copositivity class under consideration). 
The starting point of the present study is the matrix-theoretic criteria for 
copositivity presented in [8, Theorems 4.1-4.31 and summarized as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. A = AT E R nxn is not (i) copositive, (ii) copositive-plus, 
(iii) strictly copositive, if and only if for some R c N (possibly for R = 0 ), 
for which A,, is pd, there is an i @ R such that with AR = B,A, 
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respectively, 
(9 A?,,+i GO, andai=O*ac<O fmsm j@R, 
(') A?,A+i ~0, anda~=O=a~#O forsmne j4R, 
(iii) AyA+i<O. 
Determining the copositivity class of a matrix A with the aid of Theorem 
2.1 requires much computational effort. Therefore it is worthwhile trying to 
develop criteria which are more efficient (at least in some cases). This is just 
what we are going to do. 
3. QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING AND COPOSITIVITY 
In this section we will derive quadratic-programming characterizations for 
copositive, copositive-plus, and strictly copositive matrices. Note first that 
testing the copositivity of an n X n matrix can be reduced to solving a 
quadratic program in n - 1 variables. 
THEOREM 3.1 [lo, Theorem 3.11. Let A=A*EIWnxn, and let kEN. 
Then A is copositive if and only if 
9( 4 = xTAx > 0 forall xER; with x,=1, 
or, equivalently, 
9k(X~-k) ‘=akk +2Ak,+kX,_k+ XT N-k N-k,N-kxN-k’ A >o 
fmd xN_,>o. (3.1) 
The condition (3.1) can be checked if one can solve the quadratic 
program 
min{9k(XN_k) =akk +2Ak,+kXN_k + XT_ A _ N k N k,N-kXN-k xN-k’ > o}. 
(3.2) 
We will first consider the special cases where A contains a maximal nnd 
principal submatrix of order n - 1 or n - 2. 
If A,, with S = N - k is a maximal nnd principal submatrix of A, then 
the problem (3.2) is convex and can be solved using for example the simplex 
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method for quadratic programming; see [l], [4], and [6, pp. 261-2801. The 
algorithm is initiated from the table 
A: (3.3) 
where xk = 1 unless specificalIy otherwise stated. In (3.3), xs are the primal 
variables and y, the dual variables. Any table generated by the method is a 
principal transform of A, being (up to a principal permutation) of the form 
YI ‘j xk 
C: (3.4) 
where C,, is pd, C, is nnd, and C,, >, 0. In C, there are the independent 
variubh y,, xj and the dependent vatibEes x,, yi. If the problem (3.2) has a 
finite solution, the simplex method yields an optimal table with C, > 0. The 
solution and the minimum value Qlk of ok are obtained from this table by 
giving the independent variables a value of zero. If again (3.2) has an 
unbounded solution, then the method ends in a table C where a diagonal 
element of C, is zero, the corresponding element of C, being negative and 
the corresponding column of C,, nonnegative. 
If A contains a maximal nnd principal submatrix A,, where S = N \ K 
with K- {h, k}, we can solve the quadratic program (3.2) by means of the 
parametric method for quadratic programming; see [7] and [6, pp. 408-4251. 
In this method x,, is used as a parameter. The problem is first solved for 
x,, - 0. Then x,, is gradually increased to infinity (keeping all the other 
independent variables at zero), stopping at the critical points 0 d iI < * * . -c 
tt where optima&y is about to be lost. To preserve optima&y, a single or 
double principal pivotal operation is performed at each critical point. The 
procedure is terminated if 
(i) for some x,, z 0, the parametric problem has an unbounded solution 
(when A is not copositive), or 
(ii) xk can be increased to infinity without losing optimality. 
Any interval [&, &+ i]. i E { 1,. . . , t - l}, the possible interval [0, Ei], and, 
in case (ii) above, the interval [tt, cc) are termed titical intmvals. In any 
such interval the solution vector gS(xh) to the parametric problem is a linear 
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function of x,, and the minimum value 9(xh) is a quadratic function of x,,. In 
case (ii) above, the global minimum of qk is attained at xh = 0, at some 
critical point ti, or at a point rh where $(x,) = ZJ~ = 0 [unless q”(xh) -+ - cc 
when x,, -+ co]. We can summarize the method as a procedure. 
PROCEDURE 3.1 [The parametric method for solving the quadratic pro- 
gram (3.2) when A,, with S = N \ {h, k} is a maximal nnd principal 
submatrix of A]. 
Sl: Solve the problem for x,, = 0 by means of the simplex method for 
quadratic programming, starting from the table (3.3) and performing 
the pivotal operations to the whole table. If the problem for x,, = 0 has 
an unbounded solution, go to S4. Otherwise denote the optimal table 
by B. 
S2: If bi,, >, 0 for all i E S, go to S3. Otherwise determine r from 
(where .$ is the next critical point). 
If b,, > 0, set B +- .J%~B and to go S2. 
If b,, = 0 and b,, > 0 for all i E S, go to S4. 
If b,, = 0 and bi, < 0 for some i E S, then determine s from 
set B -+ Ps’,,Y,,,B, and go to S2. 
S3: Solve the problem min{ 9(x,)x,, > O}; stop. 
S4: The problem (3.2) has an unbounded solution; stop. 
Some remarks on Procedure 3.1: 
(i) If a table B is optimal in a critical interval, then q^(xh) = b,, + 2bhkxA 
+ b,,,,xi in this interval. 
(ii) It is assumed that no multiple degeneracy is encountered on rows S 
at the critical points (if necessary, a lexicographic method can be used for 
resolving multiple degeneracy; see e.g. [2]). 
We will then proceed to consider the case where A contains a maximal 
nnd principal submatrix A,, of order < n - 3. To solve the problem (3.2) we 
choose a k E K := N \ S and denote p = 1 K I. We apply the parametric 
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method for quadratic programming [6, pp. 408-4251, using xx-k as parame- 
ters. The parameter space (i.e., the space for xK_k >, 0) is divided into 
polyhedral sets Gi (to be called the critical sets of the problem) so that in 
each Gi the solution X”s(r,_k) to the parametric problem is a linear function 
of xK _ k and the minimum value G( xx_ k) is a quadratic function of x~_~, 
i.e., 
(3.5) 
where &E[W, fi’~Rp-‘, and F, = FT E R(P-l)x(P~l) (unless there is an 
unbounded solution). In each Gi, the global minimum of ii( T~_~) is found 
by solving a quadratic program in p - 1 variables etc. (the parametric 
method presupposes some kind of a method for minimizing a concave 
quadratic function in a polyhedral set). Proceeding in this way, the global 
minimum of o(x) is finally obtained. 
Next, we will proceed to the characterization of copositive-plus and 
strictly copositive matrices. 
THEOREM 3.2. LetA=ATERRX” be copositive, let A,, be a maximal 
nnd principal submatrix of A, and let K = N \ S be nonempty. Then A is 
copositive-plus if and only if the following three conditions hold: 
(i) xTAx > 0 for all x > 0 with xK being a coordinate vector; 
eTA 
(ii) if xTAr = 0 for x > 0 with xK # 0 and R = {i E Klxi = 0}, then 
s”)$=O; 
(iii) A ssxs = 0 with xs > 0 implies eTAKsxs = 0. 
Proof. Necessity: (i): Without loss of generality, assume that K = {k}. 
Then xx = xk = 1, and the problem (3.2) is convex. If the optimum value (jk 
of qk is zero, then a solution f, to (3.2) is obtained from an optimal table 
(3.4) with c,, = 0, C,, > 0, C, > 0. Defining $k = 1, we obtain 
aTAX^=O =a $:=Ax^=O =) ijj = 0 ==a c,,=o, 
whence, by [3, Theorem 11, A is nnd (this holds in the case j = 0 too), a 
contradiction. Thus Gk > 0. 
(ii): Obvious. 
(iii): If A ssxs = 0 with xs > 0 then, defining xx = 0, 
xTAx = 0 = Ax=0 ==. A,,x,=O. 
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Sufficiency: Let rTAr = 0 with x > 0. If xK = 0, then 
x;Assxs = 0 2 A,,x, = 0 * A,x=O, 
because A,, is nnd. Moreover, by (iii), eTAKsxs = 0, which implies A,x = 
A,,x, = 0 because, by [8, Theorem 3.21, Aisxs > 0 for all i E K. So Ax = 0. 
If again xK # 0, then A,x = 0 and A,x = 0 by (ii). Finally, we have that 
9(x) = r,TA,r + x;A,x = x;A,x = 0, 
implying Aix = 0 for all i E K \ R. n 
When checking (ii) of Theorem 3.2, the following lemma may be of use. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A, S, K be as in Theorem 3.2. If eTAsx^ = 0 for some 
x^> 0 with x^,# 0 yielding 9(4)=0, then eTAsx=O for all x >O with 
xK = x^K for which q(x) = 0. 
Proof. Apply Taylor’s theorem to 9(x) at x^: 
0 = 9(x) = (x - 2)TA(~ - 2) = (xs - fs)TAss(xs - &), 
implying Ass(xs - a,) = 0. But then 
A,x = A,x - A,? = A,,x, + A,,x, - A&, - A,,!?, = 0. n 
Thus if, in the case of a copositive A, there are many points x > 0 with 
the same xK # 0 yielding 9(x) = 0, then, when checking (ii) of Theorem 3.2, 
it suffices to check eTAsx = 0 for just one such point and eTA,x = 0 for all 
such points. The situation is especially simple if R = 0. 
THEOREM 3.3. LetA=ATERnX”, l&Ass beamuximulnndprincipal 
s&matrix of A, and let K = N \ S be rwnempty. Then A is strictly copositive 
if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
(i) 9(x) = xTAx > 0 for all x > 0 with xK # 0; 
(ii) A ssxs = 0 with xs > 0 implies xs = 0. 
Proof. Necessity: Obvious. 
Sufficiency: By Theorems 3.1-3.2, A is copositiveplus. So it suffices to 
show that Ax = 0 with x > 0 implies x = 0. Assuming Ax = 0 with x > 0, we 
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have, in view of (i), that xK = 0, and finally, by (ii), 
Ax=0 a A,sxs=O ==. x,=0 * x=0. n 
If A=A~ER”~” turns out to be copositive, the points x >, 0 with 
xTAx = 0 are decisive for testing the copositivity-plus and strict copositivity of 
A. Such points with xk > 0 are found when solving the problem (3.2) by 
means of the parametric method. For determining the possible zeros x > 0 of 
9(x) with xk = 0, x~_~ # 0, the following lemma may be used. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A, S, K be as in Theorem 3.2, and let k E K. Then 
x^ 2 0 with %Tk = 0, x^K_k # 0 is a zero of 9(x) if and only if xlK_k is a 
direction of an unbounded critical set Gi of the problem (3.2) and 
Pg_kFix^,_, = 0 (see (3.5)). 
Proof. Necessity: Let 9(g) = 0 for an x^ E R: with f, = 0, xlK_k # 0. 
Let 4,_, be a direction of an unbounded critical set Gi of the problem (3.2), 
andlet xeR: with X, = 1, ?,_, E Gi. Then 
0 < c$(&_k + x&_/J 
=fi0+2AT(XK-k+ x&J +(x,_, + Xr^,_k )TFi(?,_k + X&-k) 
< qk( XN_k + xX^+~) for all x > 0; 
see (3.5). Dividing this inequality by x2 and letting x tend to infinity, we 
obtain xIz_kFjxIK_k = 0; see the proof of [lo, Theorem 3.11. 
Sufficiency: Let Gi be an unbounded critical set of the problem (3.2), 
and let xi _ k be a direction of it. Choose an xi _ k E Gi. Then the parametric 
method yields ?,~^EBP: with X,=1, XK_k=xs_k, x^,=O, XIK_k=xk_k 
such that 
Si( x:-k + xX:-k) 
=9(x+xa)=9(x)+2xZTAx^+x29(f) forall x Z 0, 
implying 9(r^) = riT_kFiXi_k = 0. n 
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4. DETERMINING THE COPOSITIVITY CLASS 
In this section we will show how to determine the copositivity class, and 
possible breaking rays, of a matrix A = AT E R “xn. We will first consider 
matrices containing a maximal nnd principal submatrix of order n, n - 1, 
n - 2, or < n - 3, and then matrices with p negative eigenvalues. 
For nnd matrices we have the following result; see [8, Remark 3.21. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zj-A = AT E Wnx” is nnd, then it is copositive-plus. It is 
strictly copositive if and only if 
G:= {xE(W; IAx=O,erx=l} =0 (4.1) 
(which holds trivially if A is pd ). 
Note that the condition (4.1) can be checked by means of phase 1 of the 
simplex method for linear programming. If an X E G exists, then it deter- 
mines a breaking ray for strict copositivity. 
In case A = A* E R n x” contains a maximal nnd principal submatrix of 
order n - 1, we have on the basis of Theorems 3.1-3.3 the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A=A*E[W”~“, and let A,, with S=N-k be a 
maximal nnd principal s&matrix of A. Then A is copositive if and only if 
ci) qk(%) = akk +2Aksxs + x~Assxs > 0 for all xs > 0. 
A is copositive-plus if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
cii) qk(%) = akk + 2A,sr, + x~A,,x, > 0 for all xs > 0; 
(iii) A,,x, = 0 with xs > 0 implies A,,x, = 0. 
A is strictly copositive if and only if, in addition to (ii), 
(iv) A,sr, = 0 with xs >, 0 implies xs = 0. 
We immediately obtain the following procedure. 
PROCEDURE 4.1 [Determining the copositivity class, and possible breaking 
rays, of A = AT E R “xn which contains a maximal nnd principal submatrix 
A,, with S = N- k]. 
Sl: Solve the quadratic program (3.2) by means of the simplex method for 
quadratic programming, starting from the table (3.3). If during the 
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algorithm a point Xs >, 0 with qk( Xs) < 0 is encountered, stop (A is not 
copositive; the point x with xs = Xs, xk = 1 determines a breaking ray 
for copositivity). Otherwise (A being copositive) determine a solution 
4, to the problem (3.2). If ik := 9k(X1S) = 0, stop (A is not copositive- 
plus; the point x with xs = xls, xk = 1 determines a breaking ray for 
copositivity-plus). 
S2: If the set G:= {x~EIR:-’ 1 eTxs = 1, A,,x, = 0) is empty, stop (A is 
strictly copositive). Otherwise A is not strictly copositive, and for any 
xs EG, the point x with xs=Xs, xk = 0 determines a breaking ray for 
strict copositivity. If a point Xs E G exists with AksXs > 0, stop (A is 
not copositive-plus; the point x with xs = Xs, xk = 0 determines a 
breaking ray for copositivity-plus). Otherwise A is copositive-plus; stop. 
If the matrix A = AT E Rnx” contains a maximal nnd principal submatrix 
of order n - 2, then Theorems 3.1-3.3 and the proof of [lo, Theorem 3. l] 
imply the following result. 
THEOREM 4.3, Let A = AT E R nXn contain a maximal nnd principal 
submatrix A,, where S = N \ K with K = { h, k }. Then A is copositive if 
and only if 
(i) 9(xh) 2 0 fm all xh 2 0. 
A is copositive-plus if and only if, in addition to (i), the following three 
conditions hold: 
(ii) 9(O) > 0 and lim_ _ m 9(x,)/x,” > 0; 
(iii) if x > 0 with xk = 1, x,, > 0 yields 9(x) = q^(xh) = 0, then eTys = 
eTAsr = 0 (or, equivalently, y, = 0); 
(iv) A,,x, = 0 with xs > 0 implies eTAKsxs = 0. 
A is strictly copositive if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
(v) Q(xh) > 0 for all xh > 0 and limIh_m $(x,)/x,2 > 0; 
(vi) Assxs = 0 with xs >, 0 implies xs = 0. 
For testing (iii) of Theorem 4.3, see Lemma 3.1 and the remark beneath it 
(now R =0). 
On the basis of Theorem 4.3, the following procedure is obtained. 
PROCEDURE 4.2 [Determining the copositivity class, and possible breaking 
rays, of A = AT E Rnx” which contains a maximal nnd principal submatrix 








Solve the quadratic program (3.2) by means of Procedure 3.1. If for 
some X,, > 0 one has $Xh) < 0, determine from the appropriate table 
the corresponding point r > 0 with x,, = X,, xk = 1, yielding q(x) < 0; 
stop (A is not copositive; r determines a breaking ray for copositivity). 
Otherwise A is copositive. If (ik := min{ Q(x,,) 1 xh >, 0} > 0, go to S3. If 
(ik = 0 (when A is not strictly copositive), record all the values Isi > 0, 
i=l ,***, 2, yielding G( ?A) = 0 and the corresponding points xi > 0 with 
+ I ri =.fi ,,, q(r’) = 0 (any xi determines a breaking ray for strict 
coposi;iviiy). [If 4(x,,) = 0 in an interval, see Remark 4.1 below.] 
If $(O) = 0, stop (A is not copositiveplus; the point r > 0 with xh = 0, 
xk = 1, q(x) = 0 corresponding to x,, = 0 determines a breaking ray for 
copositivity-plus). 
If lim xh _ m G( rh)/ri = 0, stop (A is not copositive-plus; the point r > 0 
with xk = 0, x,, = 1, and xs calculated with these values from the last 
table B of Procedure 3.1 determines a breaking ray for copositivity-plus). 
If erA,x’ > 0 for some xi with XL > 0, i E { 1,. . ., I}, stop (A is not 
copositive-plus; the point xi determines a breaking ray for copositivity- 
plus). 
If the set G:= {x,EIW’+-~ ] eTxs = 1, A,,x, = 0} is empty, stop (A is 
strictly copositive). If a point Xs E G exists, A is not strictly copositive, 
and the point x > 0 with xs = lcs, xK = 0 determines a breaking ray for 
strict copositivity. If a point Xs E G exists with eTA,,3Ss > 0, stop (A is 
not copositive-plus; the point x > 0 with xs = Xs, xK = 0 determines a 
breaking ray for copositivity-plus). Otherwise A is copositive-plus; stop. 
REMAW 4.1. If in step Sl of Procedure 4.2, Gk = 0 and G(xh) = 0 in a 
critical interval, then it suffices to include two points {i and l2 belonging to 
this interval in the collection of the points 2;. To see this, let l= (1 - h)l, + 
X12, X E R, be an arbitrary point belonging to this interval, and denote the 
points corresponding to li, 12, and 5 by zl, z2, and z, respectively, when 
z = (1 - h)z’ + Az2, and A,z’ = Asz2 = 0 3 A,z = 0; cf. step S4. 
Now we will turn to the case where A contains a maximal nnd principal 
submatrix of order < n - 3. On the basis of Theorems 3.1-3.3 we can 
outline a method for determining the copositivity class of A and possible 
breaking rays. 
PRCXEDURE 4.3 [Determining the copositivity class, and possible breaking 
rays, of A = AT ER”~” which contains a maximal nnd principal submatrix 
A,, of order n - p with p > 31. 
Sl: Solve the quadratic program (3.2) with k E K := N \ S using the para- 
metric method for quadratic programming. If a point x E W; with 
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Q(r) < 0 is encountered, stop (A is not copositive; the point x deter- 
mines a breaking ray for copositivity). Otherwise A is copositive. 
S2: Seek all the possible nonzero points x >, 0 yielding 9(r) = 0, and check 
whether Ax = 0 for these points: 
(i) The case xx = 0. If the set G := { xs E R “,-P ] e’xs = 1, Assxs = 0} 
is empty (as in the case of a nonsingular Ass), go to (ii). If G # 0, 
then A is not strictly copositive, and for any Xs E G, the point x 
with xs - Xs, xx = 0 determines a breaking ray for strict copositiv- 
ity. If a point 3cs E G exists with eTAKsxs > 0, stop (A is not 
copositive-plus; the point x with xs = Xs, xx = 0 determines a 
breaking ray for copositivity-plus). 
(ii) The cuse xx # 0. All the possible points x >, 0 with xk > 0 yielding 
9(x) = 0 were found in Sl. To find the possible zeros x 2 0 of 9(x) 
with x,=0, x,_,#O, let K= {k,,...,k,} with k,=k, and solve 
successively for i = 2,. . . , p the problem (3.2) with k replaced by 
ki, setting x~, = . . . = xk,-, = 0. (Another way is to apply Lemma 
3.2. In the light of this lemma, it suffices to test whether Fi is pd on 
the cone of the directions of Gi for all unbounded Gi and to record 
all the possible breaking rays; see [9] and the references therein. 
Any breaking ray induces a desired zero of 9(x).) If the set 
G := {x E 58 “, ] xx # 0, 9(x) = 0) is empty, stop (A is strictly 
copositive). Otherwise A is not strictly copositive, and any point 
x E G determines a breaking ray for strict copositivity. If G con- 
tains a point x with xK being a coordinate vector, or a point x E G 
violates Theorem 3.2@), stop (A is not copositiveplus; the appro- 
priate point x determines a breaking ray for copositivity-plus). [For 
checking theorem 3.2(ii), see Lemma 3.1 and the remark beneath 
it.] Otherwise A is copositiveplus; stop. 
REMARX 4.2. Procedure 4.3 works best if the matrix to be tested contains 
a relatively large nnd principal submatrix. 
We wiU use a numerical example to illustrate the above theory. 
EXMPLE 4.1. The determination of the copositivity class of the matrix 
1 -1 1 2 -3 
-1 2 -3 -3 4 
A- 1 -3 5 6 -4. 1 (4.2) 
2 -3 6 5 -8 
-3 4 -4 -8 16 
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TABLE 1 
SOLVING THE P ARAMFXRIC PROBLEM IN EXAMPLE 4.1 
(a) Initial table 
1 
(b) Optimal table for x4 E [0, +] 




I 11 4 4 -1 4 
Y2 -2 0 -t 1 I 2 
x3 -+ : 
I -1 I 4 
Y4 1 1 1 -3 -; 
9 __u I 21 4 : 4 -1 4 
(c) Optimal table for xq E [a, 11. 
Yl x2 13 x4 1 
Xl 1 1 -1 -2 3 
Y2 -1 1 -2 -1 1 
Y:, 1 -2 4 4 -1 
Y4 2 -1 4 1 -2 
9 -3 1 -1 -2 7 
(d) Optimal table for xq E [ 1,2]. 
Yl Y2 x3 x4 1 
Xl 2 1 1 -1 2 
X2 1 1 2 1 -1 
Y:, -1 -2 0 2 1 
Y4 1 -1 2 0 -1 
4 -2 1 1 -1 6 
(e) Optimal table for x4 E [2, co). 
Xl Y2 x3 x4 1 
Yl : -i 
-1 I 
2 2 -1 
x2 
I L 3 3 
2 2 2 2 -2 
Y3 -2 
3 L 13 







2 i? -; 8 
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TABLE 2 
THESOLUTIONTOTHEP ARAMETRICPROBLEMIN EXAMPLE~.~ 
x4 %x4) mine(r,) 
D fl -3x,2-2x4+? (i(f) = % 
I:> 11 x,2-4x4+7 $1) = 4 
WI -2x,+6 G(2) = 2 
12, CQ) ix;-4x4+8 G(4) = 0 
A contains the maximal nnd principal submatrix Ass with S = { 1,2,3}. 
When solving the problem (3.2) we choose k = 5 and use xq as a parameter; 
see Tables l-2. From Table 2 it appears that the minimum value of 9(x 4) is 
zero, whence A is copositive but not strictly copositive. Because x1 := 
(0,4,0,4, l), yielding 9(x’) = 0, violates (iii) of Theorem 4.3, A is not 
copositive-plus, and x1 determines a breaking ray. In addition, condition (iv) 
of Theorem 4.3 is violated by the point r2 := (1,2,1,0,0), which determines 
another breaking ray. (These two rays are the only breaking rays for both 
copositivity-plus and strict copositivity.) Finally we note that adding any 
.s>Otoa, results in a strictly copositive matrix. 
We will finally show that, for determining the copositivity class of a 
matrix A = AT E Rnx” with p 2 1 negative eigenvalues, it suffices to use at 
most p parameters in the parametric method for quadratic programming. If 
A contains a maximal nnd principal submatrix of order n - p, apply Proce- 
dure 4.1, 4.2, or 4.3, the number of parameters being p - 1. Otherwise 
assume, without loss of generality, that k = n and that Arh], h < n - p, is a 
maximal nnd principal submatrix (preferably of largest possible order) of A. 
The quadratic program (3.2) can be solved using p - 1 or p parameters, 
because A[“-‘] has at most p negative eigenvalues; see [6, pp. 408-4251 and 
[3, Theorem 61. If A turns out not to be copositive, stop. Otherwise we have 
to seek all the possible zeros x > 0 of q(x) and to test whether Ax = 0 for 
these points. The possible zeros x > 0 of 9(x) with xk > 0 were found when 
solving the problem (3.2). To find the possible zeros with xk = 0, solve 
successively for i = n - 1,. . . , h + p the problem (3.2) with k replaced by i 
and setting xi+i= -.* = x, = 0. All these problems can be solved by means 
of the parametric method for quadratic programming, using at most p 
parameters, because A[jl, j = h + p + 1,. . . , n - 2, have at most p negative 
eigenvalues. The last problem can be solved by means of Procedure 4.1, 4.2, 
or 4.3, using p - 1 parameters. Testing whether Ax = 0 for the possible zeros 
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x 2 0 of q(x) with xhfp+i = . . . = x, = 0 is included in these procedures. 
During the procedure it is easy to determine possible breaking rays. 
5. COPOSITIVITY CRITERIA USING TEST MATRICES 
In this section we reduce the determination of the copositivity class of a 
real symmetric matrix to the determination of the copositivity classes of 
so-called test matrices. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let A = AT E R nxn. A principal submatrix A,, of A 
is called a test matrix of A of the pth kind if it can be constructed from a 
maximal nnd principal submatrix A,, of A by adjoining to it p rows and 
columns of A. The p elements of the key set K = R \ S are called key 
indices. 
REMARK 5.1. The p in Definition 5.1 is not necessarily unique. For 
example, the matrix 
1 0 2 
A= [ 0 1 2 2 2 1  
is a test matrix of the first kind with the key index 3 and at the same time a 
test matrix of the second kind with the key set { 1,2}. For practical purposes, 
the smaller the value of p that can be chosen, the better. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let the largest nnd principal submutrix of A = AT E BB ” Xn 
be of order nl, 0 < nl< n. Th en A is copositive (copositive-plus, strictly 
copositive) if and only if all its test matrices of a fixed kind p 6 n - nl are 
copositive (copositive-plus, strictly copositive). 
Proof. Necessity: Obvious. 
Sufficiency: Clearly it suffices to consider the case p = 1. We assume that 
A is not copositive (copositiveplus, strictly copositive) and show that A has 
at least one test matrix of the first kind which is not copositive (copositive-plus, 
strictly copositive): 
(i) A is not copositive. Let A be copositive of exact order t < n - 1. 
Then there is a principal submatrix of order t + 1 of A which is not 
copositive. Without loss of generality we may assume that this submatrix is 
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A[‘+ l]. Then A[‘] (which is nnd by [8, Theorem 3.61) is contained in a 
maximal nnd principal submatrix Ass of A, and A,, with R = S + (t + 1) is 
a noncopositive test matrix of A of the first kind. 
(ii) A is not copositive-plus. Let A be copositive-plus of exact order 
t < n - 1, and assume, without loss of generality, that AI’+‘] is not coposi- 
tive-plus. If it is noncopositive, then refer to (i). If again it is copositive, then 
we may assume that Attl is nnd; see [ 10, Theorem S.l(ii)]. A[‘] is contained 
in a maximal nnd principal submatrix A,, of A, and A,, with R = S + (t + 1) 
is a test matrix of A of the first kind which is not copositiveplus. 
(iii) A is not strictly copositive. Let A be strictly copositive of exact 
order t < n - 1, and assume, without loss of generality, that AIf+‘] is not 
strictly copositive. If it is noncopositive, then refer to (i). If again it is 
copositive, then it is nnd by [8, Theorem 3.101 (in this case t < n - 2). It is 
contained in a maximal nnd principal submatrix A,, of A. But then A,, j, s+ j 
with any j @ S is a test matrix of A of the first kind which is not strictly 
copositive. n 
Theorem 5.1 can also be proved as a corollary to Theorem 2.1. 
We make use of Theorem 5.1 as follows. To determine the copositivity 
class of A = Ar E R nxn, we seek all the test matrices of A of the pth kind 
and determine their copositivity classes using Procedures 4.1-4.3. If a test 
matrix A,, of A of the pth kind shows that A does not belong to a certain 
copositivity class, then it is easy to construct a breaking ray of A from that of 
A RR’ 
In principle, it is easy to enumerate all the sets S yielding maximal nnd 
principal submatrices A,, of A by using single principal pivotal operations 
with positive pivots only. With the aid of the resulting list, all the test 
matrices of A of the pth kind and their key sets can be determined. Note that 
a certain test matrix A,, of A of the pth kind may be derived from several 
matrices A,,, and A,, may be a strict submatrix of another test matrix of A 
of the pth kind. However, multiple treatment of a test matrix of the pth kind, 
and treating a submatrix of a test matrix of the pth kind, can be avoided if 
the sets S are listed according to decreasing cardinality, and the lexicographic 
order is used within each cardinahty. 
If G + 0 in step S2 of Procedure 4.1, step S5 of Procedure 4.2, or step 
S2(i) of Procedure 4.3, we have to solve the linear program 
max{ erAKsxs xs I =>p (5.1) 
where K - { k } in Procedure 4.1. This problem can be solved at once for all 
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the test matrices of A of the pth kind derived from a fixed S by replacing K 
with S:=N\S. 
EUMPLE 5.1. We determine the copositivity class of the matrix A of 
(4.2) using test matrices of the first kind. The following sets S yield the 
maximal nnd principal submatrices of A: 
{1,2,3}, {LW}, {1>2,5}, {I,3,5}, 
{I,4,5}, (2,325) > {2,4S}, 
the following sets R yielding the test matrices of A of the first kind (the key 
indices are in boldface): 
R,= {CWA}, R,= {1,2,3,5}, R, = { L2,4,5}, 
R, = { I,3,4,5} > R, = {2,3,4,5}. 
The sets R,, R,, and R, yield Gk > 0 in (3.2), while R, and R, yield Gk = 0 
(with unique solutions). Thus A is copositive but not copositive-plus; see 
Theorem 4.2. 
Solving (3.2) for R, and R, yields the same breaking ray, determined by 
the point (0,4,0,4,1). The problem (5.1) yields no breaking rays for R,, R,, 
and R,; for R, and R, it yields an additional breaking ray, determined by 
the point (1,2,1,0,0). 
6. COMPARISONS 
In this concluding section we will compare the quadratic-programming 
criteria proposed in Sections 4 and 5 with the matrix-theoretic criteria 
included in Theorem 2.1. We have determined the copositivity class of the 
matrix A of (4.2) in Examples 4.1 and 5.1 using the quadratic-programming 
criteria. For the sake of comparison we will do the same by applying 
Theorem 2.1. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Determination of the copositivity class of the A of (4.2) 
using Theorem 2.1. It turns out that the following 17 nonempty sets R yield 
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pd principal submatrices A,, of A: 
{I}, {2}> {3}, {4}> {5}, {I,2}+, {I>3}+, {1,4}, {I,5}, 
{2,3} +, (294) +, (25) +, (335)) (4,s) +, (1,2,5}, 
{I,3,5}, {1,4,5}, 
where the sets marked by + give an indication that A is not copositive-plus. 
As A is copositive but not copositive-plus, all the sets must be examined. For 
each set a single principal pivotal operation is needed (if the calculated tables 
are saved). 
A single principal pivotal operation performed on a symmetric or bisym- 
metric [4, pp. 316-3171 n X n matrix usually requires n(n + 1)/2 essential 
operations (multiplications or divisions). Avoiding unnecessary calculations, 
we obtain the following approximate operation counts in Examples 4.1, 5.1, 
and 6.1: In Example 4.1, 105 operations are needed; in Example 5.1, 103 
operations are needed if the tables are saved, and 125 operations otherwise; 
in Example 6.1 the corresponding numbers are 159 and 234. From the 
viewpoint of organization, Example 4.1 is clearly the easiest. 
The operation counts above give some hints, but do not tell much, about 
the general performance of the different methods. In fact, finding out 
whether a real symmetric n X n matrix A is not copositive is an NP-com- 
plete problem; see [5]. Thus it is not surprising that there is no efficient 
algorithm for determining the copositivity class of A. However, hard prob- 
lems can have easy instances. It is easy to see that, roughly speaking, 
(i) matrices with only small pd principal submatrices are easy instances 
for Theorem 2.1 and hard for the quadratic-programming criteria, 
(ii) matrices with large pd principal matrices are easy instances for the 
quadratic-programming criteria but may be hard for Theorem 2.1. 
We develop item (ii) further, showing that, when using Theorem 2.1, the 
computational effort in the worst case grows exponentially with n. Take for 
example a copositive matrix A = AT E R nXn which is copositive-plus of exact 
order n - 1. By [lo, Theorems 5.1 and 4.21, A contains a maximal nnd 
principal submatrix of order n - 1 which is pd of exact order n - 2. Thus at 
least 2”- ’ pd principal submatrices must be examined. Because each subma- 
trix requires at least one single principal pivotal operation, the overall 
operation count is more than 2”- ‘n2. This is a hopeless task for even a 
moderate n. On the other hand, the copositivity class of A can (at least in 
principle) be easily determined by means of Procedure 4.1. 
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A final word about the method using test matrices, which is intermediate 
between Theorem 2.1 and Procedure 4.3. This method may be superior to 
Theorem 2.1 if the number of the test matrices is considerably smaller than 
that of the pd principal submatrices of A (this happens if A contains 
relatively large pd principal submatrices). On the other hand, the method 
using test matrices may be superior to Procedure 4.3 in cases where A 
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